The Portland Tribune
Wheeler: Homeless coronavirus plan coming
By KOIN 6 News
March 04, 2020
Mayor says Portland and Multnomah County are working on plan to protect the homeless
from the spreading illness
With Oregon's first case of coronavirus confirmed by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention come questions about how to protect those who are most vulnerable, including the
homeless.
The City of Portland and Multnomah County officials have been working on connecting people
to addiction, mental health and job services and the coronavirus presents yet another obstacle.
Portland Mayor Ted Wheeler hosted his third Community Conversation on Homelessness
Tuesday at the University of Portland. Hundreds of people attended to voice their concerns.
"Of course people are concerned about the homeless population because you are starting with the
population where people already are fairly sick," Wheeler said. "We have a lot of chronically
homeless people who have potentially mental health issues or addiction issues or disabilities."
The county hasn't yet released a concrete plan but one is expected in the coming days.
"We've been working on a set of guidance plans and recommendations for house shelters,"
Theriault said. "We don't have those yet, we are still working to refine those."
The next Community Conversation on Homelessness will take place Saturday, March 7 at 9 a.m.
at the Multnomah Arts Center Gymnasium.

Sources: Metro homeless measure comes with conditions
By Jim Redden
March 04, 2020
Plus, TriMet and Metro are not keen on the idea of the meger that surfaced at recent
debate by candidates for Portland mayor
Local governments like Portland will not be allowed to easily reduce their own homeless
program spending if Metro's $250 million supportive housing measure passes at the May 19
primary election.
Mayor Ted Wheeler has said the approximately $30 million the city has been giving the Joint
Office of Homeless Services for the past few years is not a sustainable level of funding.
The budgets of other Portland bureaus have stagnated or been reduced, most notably Portland
Parks & Recreation, which is cutting staff and closing community centers.
But the measure says other jurisdictions cannot use its funds to offset their own current spending.
The only exception in the measure is, "A local government may seek a temporary waiver from
this section for good cause, including but not limited to a broad economic downturn."

The goal is to assure that passage will increase spending on homeless services by the voterapproved amount. But it also could extend the ongoing challenge to local governments with
competing priorities.
If approved by voters, the measure would impose a first-ever income tax on higher wage earners
and larger businesses within Metro to fund a wide range of homeless support services, from
rental assistance to mental health and substance abuse treatment.
TriMet, Metro not keen on merger
Three candidates for Portland mayor questioned TriMet's effectiveness during the most highprofile campaign debate.
Incumbent Ted Wheeler, architect Ozzie Gonzalez and community activist Sarah Iannarone all
said TriMet was not meeting the region's transit needs. Wheeler even suggested it should be
merged with Metro, the elected regional government that oversees, among other things, solid
waste disposal, the urban growth boundary and The Oregon Zoo.
The timing of the criticisms was especially notable because TriMet is in the middle of the largest
bus service expansion in its history, supported by increased revenues approved by the 2017
Oregon Legislature. It also is preparing to build a new MAX line in the Southwest Corridor
between Portland, Tigard and Tualatin, if voters approve a regional transportation funding
measure Metro is expected to place on the November general election ballot.
Both agencies were cool to the merger suggestion.
"While TriMet typically does not comment on these types of election matters, we appreciate any
conversations being had with our city and regional partners to make our transit system work
better and move faster, and we will continue pushing ourselves and our partners toward
improvements that give transit priority on the region's roadways," said TriMet General Manager
Doug Kelsey.
"Lots of things are said during debates. Regardless of who runs what, Metro is committed to
working with the City of Portland, TriMet and other partners to ensure everyone in greater
Portland has a voice in decisions about our roads, bridges and transit system," Metro spokesman
Jim Middaugh said.

Willamette Week
Portland’s Leading Arts Organizations Hate the Arts Tax,
Too
By Shannon Gormley and Nigel Jaquiss
March 4, 2020
What was supposed to be a long-sought infusion of cash has turned out to be just a trickle,
accompanied by bad PR.
Portlanders recently got an annoying reminder in the mail from City Hall—it's almost time to
pay their annual $35 arts tax.

It's been said Portland voters never met a tax they didn't like. The arts tax just might be the
exception. Citizens hate it so intensely they've started making art to express their irritation.
Last week, Portland computer programmer Craig Giffen launched the satirical website
artstax.org, advertising fake merchandise, like a bib stamped with the words "Still not as messy
as the Portland Arts Tax," and a T-shirt that reads, "I'm like the Arts Tax, a good idea badly
implemented."
Giffen, 46, says he did it after a couple beers too many. But his pique is shared. "Thanks to the
Portland Arts Tax," wrote a poster named Grufflesia on Reddit late last year, "I now actively hate
the arts."
Eight years after its passage by Portland voters, bashing the arts tax is almost a sport. Portlanders
dislike the tax. It requires them to pay $35 a year if they earn more than $1,000 of taxable
income and are part of a household in which anyone earns more than the federal poverty level.
That's led a lot of them not to pay it. Four years ago, the city unleashed a collection agency on
deadbeats, who are numerous enough to fill Moda Center.
But guess who's just as annoyed as taxpayers?
The city's large arts organizations, which lobbied hard for the tax's passage.
For the "big five"—Portland Center Stage, Oregon Ballet Theatre, the Portland Art Museum,
Portland Opera and the Oregon Symphony—what was supposed to be a long-sought infusion of
cash has turned out to be just a trickle, accompanied by bad PR.
In fact, civic institutions like the art museum and the opera will receive less public funding this
year than they did before the arts tax passed in 2012.
Some of the city's top arts leaders are just as irritated as the guy making a joke website.
"I paid my arts tax about a month ago. I've since received two notices that my arts tax is due,"
says Cynthia Fuhrman, managing director of Portland Center Stage, the city's largest theater
company. "It's like c'mon, purge the list. You just spent a couple dollars sending me two notices.
I'm just concerned about that kind of overhead cost and efficiency."
Reminders the tax was soon due coincided with a related development: Former Mayor Sam
Adams, the father of the arts tax, announced in February he would seek a return to the Portland
City Council in the May election.
Even Adams says it's time to take a hard look at his baby. "Eight years is a long time," Adams
says. "There are opportunities to make improvements."
The angst of the very groups the tax was supposed to help and Adams' bid to resurrect his once
high-flying political career raise the question whether the tax needs to be reimagined or scrapped
altogether.
"What I hear repeatedly is that people around this community believe that the arts tax has been a
boon to arts organizations when, in fact, it has been the opposite," says Scott Showalter,
president of the Oregon Symphony. "It has not lived up to its promise."
Before every symphony performance, Showalter walks onto Arlene Schnitzer Concert Hall's
ornately framed stage to introduce the show.
Wearing a suit and tie, the 47-year-old triathlete lists the symphony's recent accomplishments—
an upcoming season of classics and world premieres, a new educational program for homeless
youth—which speak to the central role the symphony has played in Portland since 1896.

But offstage, on a recent sunny Friday, Showalter sounded much less assured about the
symphony' s future. Along with Portland's other largest arts organizations, Showalter's team
labors under increasing costs, dwindling public support and, perhaps most painfully, the failed
promise of the Portland arts tax.
"We're not getting the support I believe was originally intended and communicated to voters,"
says Showalter, sounding uncharacteristically frustrated. "It was up and down one year from the
next, and we've been told it's only going to go down in the future.
"In fact," he adds, "it made us less stable. We had predictable money before the arts tax."
For the symphony and its peers atop the cultural food chain, the arts tax has been a decidedly
mixed blessing. When it passed in 2012, the tax promised the fulfillment of a decadeslong dream
for arts groups and their supporters: a permanent funding base beyond the philanthropy, ticket
sales and uncertain government support upon which they depend.
But a look at the numbers and interviews with arts leaders reveal that revenue from the tax is far
less than they hoped. To compound matters, the way the tax is structured and collected has
soured many Portlanders on the concept. Arts groups understand why the city now employs a
collection agency but do not relish the public relations problems created by a city chasing down
citizens who skip the arts tax.
"It's one of the most frustrating things for all the arts organizations," says Portland Opera's
general director, Sue Dixon, "having someone actually go after individuals who didn't pay."
The quest for stable funding for the arts has a long history.
At least as early as 1990, the city's large arts organizations began looking for a permanent source
of outside money. One big proponent? The Regional Arts & Culture Council—a $13 million,
mostly government-funded nonprofit that channels money to arts groups.
In 1992, the predecessor to RACC produced a 56-page report pointing out that government
support for the arts in Portland lags behind that of its peers. "Per capita local government support
is one-fourth to one-third that of comparable communities," the report said. "Corporate and
individual support is also substantially below national averages."
Despite glossy reports, impassioned op-eds and considerable lobbying by arts organizations,
nothing really happened until Adams, the former longtime chief of staff to Mayor Vera Katz,
won election to the City Council in 2004.
Jeff Hawthorne worked for RACC from 2002 to this January and spent much of his time working
to increase arts funding.
"Until Sam came along, there really wasn't the political will to put something on the ballot,"
Hawthorne says.
Adams' measure went before voters in November 2012 as arts organizations were struggling.
Oregon Ballet Theatre, for instance, nearly failed in 2009 and, as it struggled to stay afloat,
skipped $300,000 in rent payments to publicly owned auditoriums in 2012.
Adams proposed a plan that would charge income-earning residents $35 a year to raise an
estimated $12 million annually. The money would be used to restore arts teachers in schools and
provide general operating support to nonprofits such as the Oregon Symphony and Portland
Center Stage.
Originally, arts groups hoped the tax would be bigger—encompassing the metro region, not just
Portland. And they wished more of the money would flow to nonprofits that produce art, rather

than go to public schools, which have their own sources of funding. But polling showed those
hopes were politically unrealistic.
"There had just been all of these cuts for music programs in schools," Hawthorne explains. "That
factored in as the most pressing need at the time."
In effect, kids crowded out the traditional nonprofits, such as the symphony, the ballet and the art
museum, that had pushed for a tax for decades.
Adams makes no apologies: "That's where voters were at the time."
The arts tax passed handily, 62 to 38 percent. Adams left office two months later.
It's been a rocky ride since then.
Though the tax was intended to be a source of stability for Portland arts, for many organizations
it's proven unreliable.
The large cultural institutions that initially backed the tax hoped it would fund 5 percent of each
organization's budget.
The Portland Art Museum was one of those organizations. The museum's director, Brian Ferriso,
is nothing if not diplomatic when talking about the tax, qualifying each criticism by reiterating
how grateful he is for whatever money the institution does receive.
But that makes his willingness to state his dissatisfaction with the arts tax seem all the more
stark.
"I would label it as disappointment," says Ferriso.
The art museum, like the rest of the big five, never received the targeted 5 percent support.
That's in part because the tax has never brought in the $12 million a year voters were told to
expect. (Revenues were $9.8 million the first year and peaked at $11.46 million in 2016.)
Portlanders have been reluctant to pay it. Although the city's population has risen nearly 12
percent since November 2012 and tax receipts should have increased proportionally, figures
show revenues still never reached levels proponents forecasted.
Meanwhile, because so many people owe the tax and so many fail to pay, administrative costs
have nearly doubled from the 5 percent proponents promised, averaging about 9.9 percent.
(Opponents also challenged the legality of the tax, losing at the Oregon Supreme Court.)
To bring in more money, the City Council voted in 2016 to hire a collection agency. Revenue
Bureau director Thomas Lannom says he sends accounts to collection when they exceed $100—
i.e., are three years past due.
"If a taxpayer owes more than $100, we can send them a final demand letter informing them they
may be referred to a collection agency in 30 days if they do not settle their account," Lannom
says. KGW-TV reported in November that the city has sent nearly 15,000 Portlanders' names to
its collection agency so far.
Lannom says compliance has risen 10 points, to 77 percent—just 4 points lower than compliance
on federal income taxes.
But even at the higher collection rate, revenues for 2018 totaled just $11.1 million. The original
idea was that all that money, after covering the costs of collecting it, would go to nonprofit arts
organizations that pushed for the tax.

Instead, the lion's share goes to K-5 schools, which got their own new dedicated multibilliondollar state tax last year (see graph, below).
While arts leaders all favor more Portlanders paying the tax, some worry the city's zeal to collect
is counterproductive. "You get pinged with a letter, you get pinged with a postcard, you get an
email saying time to pay the arts tax," says Portland Center Stage's Fuhrman. "That's where I
think the bad PR comes in."
Andrew Proctor, executive director of Literary Arts, which produces the Portland Book Festival,
says the public's ill feeling has a cost. "Even the name 'arts tax' sounds punitive," he says, "and it
misleads citizens that in paying the tax they have supported arts institutions. They haven't. It can
damage our fundraising efforts and can polarize the conversation."
Paint by Low Numbers
SCHOOLS GET THE LION'S SHARE…
When the arts tax passed in 2012, it appeared arts organizations could get as much as half the
revenue. Instead, they've never gotten more than 31 percent, and last year was their lowest split
ever.
…OF A DISAPPOINTING PIE
That split is made more painful by the fact that revenues have never reached the $12 million that
proponents projected, and administrative costs have been nearly double the 5 percent promised.
It's easy to understand how Portlanders would think the city's largest arts institutions are doing
just fine. They perform in or own big buildings, display millions of dollars' worth of paintings
and furnish elaborate sets, and every playbill, program and gallery guide ends with a list of
partner foundations and private supporters.
Hawthorne, the former RACC official, says he fears the public may believe the tax works. "Ten
to 12 million is a lot of money," Hawthorne says. "People may perceive the arts have had their
influx and now it's time to focus on more pressing needs."
But the pillars of the city's arts world now have less public funding than they did in 2012, when
the tax passed.
In 2019, RACC announced a major shift in the way it would distribute its funds, which include
the proceeds from the arts tax. The shift mirrored national and local trends toward racial and
gender equity. "That new policy was well under way before I received the arts portfolio," says
City Commissioner Chloe Eudaly, who became arts commissioner in August 2018. "But I'm very
supportive of it."
Previously, Portland's big five institutions got nearly 60 percent of the money RACC distributed.
But that changed last year. "To address the historic disparity of its existing funding model, and to
nurture a more diverse arts ecosystem," the organization announced in February 2019, "RACC
will distribute its dollars more equitably."
The redistribution will help many smaller organizations that lack big donors or steady ticket
sales, but it leaves the traditional institutions struggling.
Due to the changes in how RACC allocates funds, Ferriso says the council's combined support
for the Portland Art Museum next year will drop from $427,000 to $175,000, less than 1 percent
of the museum's budget, lower than it was before the arts tax passed.

"The impact is so insignificant of the support we're getting, so we're sort of planning on not
having any or little," says Ferriso. "We've gone backwards in some areas because we've lost this
critical support."
But even before RACC's shift toward equity, Portland Opera could never count on arts tax funds.
Asked if revenue from the tax ever provided baseline stability for the organization, opera director
Sue Dixon responds with a flat no. "It's never gotten close to the 5 percent we thought it would,"
Dixon says.
To make matters worse, many of these arts institutions received a rent hike from their landlord
this winter (see "Robbing Peter to Pay Rent," below). Fuhrman, of Portland Center Stage, says
the public doesn't see the squeeze.
"I totally understand the perception of, we're in these beautiful buildings that we have control of,
you walk in the door and there's a lot of people seeing the show," says Fuhrman. "It feels like,
'They won't miss that money.' No, we do."
Rent at Keller Auditorium and other publicly owned venues rose 30 percent this year.Rent at
Keller Auditorium and other publicly owned venues rose 30 percent this year.
Sam Adams predicates his political comeback—his challenge to Eudaly—on his record of
getting things done in his tenure at City Hall from 2005 to 2013.
One of his accomplishments, of course, is the arts tax that many of his supporters now say is
deeply flawed.
Adams acknowledges he's hearing plenty of grumbling from people in the arts community. He
says he remains proud of the tax, but he acknowledges it could function better.
Eudaly says she happily voted for the tax but has joined the ranks of critics. "Sam deserves a
significant amount of the credit and the blame," she says. "We were in the midst of a housing
crisis when the tax passed, and I can't fathom how anybody thought such a low threshold [the
federal poverty level and $1,000 of earned income] was acceptable."
Adams says he passed what voters would support but agrees the tax is unfair to low-income
Portlanders and should be tweaked. "It's past time for scrubbing this thing and truing it up," he
adds.
He would push to increase the exemptions for low-income Portlanders, he says, and add
additional tiers of payment for high-income earners.
Adams thinks adjusting the exemptions to make the tax fairer should reduce the need for a
collection agency, which he'd welcome.
He is also proud of the number of arts teachers the tax pays for—91 at last count—but says he
would want to make sure the city's school districts aren't using the tax money to backfill other
cuts. He's also concerned the big five feel they've been slighted.
"We need to address equity and make sure the big institutions like the symphony and the art
museum are stable," Adams says.
The arts tax, he adds, is like any other public policy: It should be re-evaluated regularly.
Portland Center Stage's Fuhrman hopes that will happen.
"Clearly, it was flawed when it came out of the gate," she says, "but it needs work, and
opportunity is there to do it."

Robbing Peter to Pay Rent
Not only are the big five arts organizations suffering from the arts tax's meager support and the
Regional Arts & Culture Council's new funding formula, three of them are, like many
Portlanders, facing sharp rent increases.
Their landlord? The regional government Metro.
The Metropolitan Exposition Recreation Commission, the arm of Metro that operates Portland's
large publicly owned performance spaces, including Keller Auditorium and Arlene Schnitzer
Concert Hall, announced big rent increases—at least 30 percent for the symphony, ballet and
opera.
By the time some of the organizations were notified of the increase, they had already planned
their budgets for the year. The increases are based on usage, and will hit the symphony the
hardest.
"We are the biggest users of the hall, we have the largest season, and we're in one of the larger
venues," says Scott Showalter, president of the Oregon Symphony.
Robyn Williams, who manages the buildings for MERC, says the agency's rents have long been
well below market, but increased costs from a new state pay equity law and rising ground leases
forced her hand. Williams says she's well aware her tenants are also losing revenue from RACC.
"We hate to do it, but we have to keep the buildings open," Williams says.
Andrew Proctor, executive director of Literary Arts, says paying increased rent to one local
government defeats the purpose of receiving funding from another local government.
"The work of the city is uncoordinated between governments—city, county, and Metro—often
resulting in them cannibalizing their own funding," he says. "An example: RACC provides
Literary Arts with a grant, but then Metro has been steadily raising rents and fees on the Schnitz
for years, so we effectively receive money from the city and turn around and hand it back to the
city. This isn't helping us serve the community. It's also crazily inefficient."

The Portland Business Journal
Wapato homeless center a go with fundraising goal
surpassed
By Jonathan Bach
February 27, 2020
Donors have given the go-ahead to turn Portland’s Wapato jail into a homeless services center.
Helping Hands Reentry Outreach Centers, the nonprofit leading the effort, said it surpassed its
fundraising goal of $4 million — enough to pay for startup costs and two years of operations at
the what would be called the Bybee Lakes Hope Center. It would have 228 beds.
The announcement signals donors are willing to put cash faith in the vision to transform the
former Wapato Corrections Facility into a services hub for people experiencing homelessness.

Jordan Schnitzer, president of Harsch Investment Properties, has wanted to turn the site into a
place for the homeless, though even recently he hadn’t ruled out demolishing the jail as a backup
plan. Schnitzer bought the site for $5 million in 2018 and almost tore down the 155,000 squarefoot facility to make way for a 320,000-square-foot industrial warehouse.
Recently Schnitzer threw his support behind Helping Hands, going as far as to put $1 million on
the line.
The major donors were Schnitzer, John Niemeyer and the Joseph E. Weston Foundation, Helping
Hands CEO Alan Evans said in an interview. Several others donated smaller amounts. Barring
delays, the goal is to open the center before winter, Evans said.
“I think we came together with a solid plan,” Evans said.
Schnitzer on Thursday said he was optimistic and excited. He said that in the past months Evans
has made sure the Helping Hands board supported the project and created a Portland advisory
group.
A criticism of Wapato as a place for the homeless is its distance from downtown. Evans, who
used to be homeless, has said Helping Hands only takes people in through referrals from other
programs, making the site's location less problematic. The nonprofit runs a facility seven miles
outside Tillamook, he has said, contending late last year: “This isn’t about warehousing the
homeless, it’s a program for healing. I never met a person who chose to be on the street."
An open house is scheduled on Saturday at the site located at 14355 N. Bybee Lake Court in
Portland. Gates open at 10:30 a.m.

Murmurs: City Objects to Highway Widening Above
Esplanade
By Aaron Mesh
March 4, 2020
In other news: Porn theater has gone dark.
CITY OBJECTS TO HIGHWAY WIDENING ABOVE ESPLANADE: The city of Portland
won't give its approval to the Oregon Department of Transportation's plans to expand Interstate 5
above the Eastbank Esplanade. That could be a significant blow to ODOT, which asked the city
to agree that the wider highway through the Rose Quarter won't effect the waterfront walkway
below. (Critics argue it would create a cavelike atmosphere in a city park along the river.) As
WW reported last month, advocates called on Mayor Ted Wheeler to use this power to push for a
delay and more clarity on the project's effects on Portland ("East Flank," Feb. 5, 2020). He has
done just that. "We do not believe," wrote Portland Parks & Recreation planning manager Brett
Horner to ODOT on Feb. 21, the agency's document assessing the impact on the esplanade "was
adequate." Opponents of the project say the city's decision bolsters their legal case for a more
thorough review of the entire project.
PORN THEATER HAS GONE DARK: Portland's last porno house has apparently closed. The
Oregon Theater, an adult entertainment venue along gentrified Southeast Division Street, could
not be reached for comment. But documents filed with Multnomah County show the owner,
Gayne Maizels, went into foreclosure Feb. 13. On March 3, the theater's door was locked, its
phone was disconnected, and its Twitter account was deleted. The theater, which was built as a

vaudeville venue, had been an adult cinema since the '70s. It showed porn on a big screen, but
was also a venue for more live action.
HUFFMAN NOT FEELING THE BERN: Jim Huffman, a 2010 Republican nominee for U.S.
Senate and dean emeritus at Lewis & Clark Law School, penned a provocative op-ed in the
March 2 Wall Street Journal. Huffman wrote that he left the GOP when Donald Trump won the
2016 nomination. "Trump has been even worse as president than I imagined," Huffman wrote,
"yet if Mr. [Bernie] Sanders is the nominee, I'll vote for Trump." Huffman's fear: "Everything
government does is funded by the capitalist economy that Mr. Sanders' proposed policies would
deliberately undermine." His prediction on the eve of Super Tuesday: "Voting for Bernie Sanders
will not be an option for millions of moderate Republican and independent voters, including
those in swing states."
MORE PAMPLIN MONEY WOES: Robert B. Pamplin Jr., long known as one of Oregon's
wealthiest men by dint of assets that include his family's Southern textile mills, is showing
increasing signs of financial distress. Two weeks ago, WW reported that his newspaper chain,
which includes the Portland Tribune and 23 community newspapers, had failed to pay federal
taxes, resulting in a $1.1 million lien by the Internal Revenue Service. Since then, the IRS filed a
separate $431,257 lien against Ross Island Sand and Gravel, another Pamplin company. Andrea
Marek, CEO of Pamplin Communications, says the companies are paying down their IRS debts.
"Like all businesses," Marek says, "We are managing cash flow and chose to delay these tax
payments last year with the full knowledge that we would have cash available to pay them this
year."

Portland Mercury
Jury Clears Twerking Protester From Criminal Charges
By Alex Zielinski
March 3, 2020
On August 17, 2019, hundreds of Portlanders took to the streets to protest a rally organized by
the Proud Boys, a national right-wing extremist group with white supremacy ties. The idea of the
central counter-protest, hosted by activist group Popular Mobilization, was to use silly costumes,
dancing, and music to detract from the Proud Boys' event.
Alonna Mitsch, a 26-year-old African American woman, attended the event dressed in a shirt and
hat reading "Black Lives Matter." Around 3 pm, she was crossing SW Oak near SW 3rd in
downtown Portland when NWA's song "Fuck the Police" came on over a protester's loudspeaker.
She paused in the bike lane to briefly dance to the music—or, to be specific, twerked.
That's when several armored police officers tackled her to the ground and arrested her. Mitsch
was charged with disorderly conduct for obstructing vehicular traffic.
"It literally blew my mind," Mitsch recalled in a Monday interview with the Mercury. "I was
like, 'There's Nazis walking through our city, but I’m shaking my behind in the middle of the
street and that’s what you’re worried about?' That can't be right."
A Multnomah County jury confirmed her skepticism last week, when it found Mitsch not guilty
and dismissed her misdemeanor charge.

For Mitsch and her attorneys, this didn't come as a surprise. It was the fact Multnomah County
District Attorney's (MCDA) office pushed the small charge all the way to a jury trial, however,
that did strike them as unusual.
District attorneys have the ability to dismiss low-level charges after an arrest. In Portland, it's not
uncommon for this to happen after county prosecutors review arrests made during a protest. But
that wasn't the case for several August 17 arrests.
Mitsch is one of several Portlanders arrested that afternoon for a low-level misdemeanor whose
case wasn't dismissed by MCDA. The district attorney's office is still pushing disorderly conduct
charges against Teagan Winkler, a woman who revved the engine of her parked motorcycle to
drown out the shouts of the Proud Boys, and Hannah Ahern, a woman who spit on the pavement
a few feet from a cluster of cops while she was crossing the street. On February 13, the three
women sent a joint letter to the Multnomah County Circuit Court, requesting that their cases be
dismissed.
“We’re asking the court to consider what really serves the public interest,” said Maya Rinta, an
attorney representing Mitsch who was quoted in the letter. “We believe that the importance of
protecting the right to free speech and assembly greatly outweighs the dubious need to clamp
down on unauthorized dancing in the street.”
In the letter, the women warned that they're "planning to pursue civil claims against the City of
Portland and the police officers involved."
Mitsch believes it was this threat of a lawsuit that encouraged the MCDA's office to continue
pursuing her case. (If the MCDA had dismissed the charges, it could be seen as an admittance of
guilt and used against the city in a future lawsuit).
"It was clear to me that the DA just wanted to protect its cops," said Mitsch. "But the jury knew
better."
Discovering that taxpayer dollars go towards fighting cases like hers came as a disappointment to
Mitsch, who'd never faced criminal charges before.
"I don't think the public would agree that this is the best way to be spending our tax dollars," she
said. Her legal team agrees.
“I think the district attorney’s office charges these cases as a way to protect police officers from
lawsuits for excessive force, and not because these cases raise public safety concerns to the
people of Portland," said Viktoria Safarian, another attorney representing Mitsch.
As tense protests between right-wing and progressive, anti-fascist activists have become
increasingly routine in Portland, many have accused Portland police of showing bias against leftwing demonstrators—a perception supported by disproportionate use-of-force against anti-fascist
activists and text message records showing a friendly, supportive relationship between rightwing organizations and Portland police officers. In court documents, Mitsch's lawyers pointed to
a similar imbalance that took place during their client's arrest.
"Notably," they write in a January 10 request to dismiss Mitsch's case, "while Portland Police
arrested Ms. Mitsch as she protested against the Proud Boys, white supremacy, and fascism, the
police escorted the Proud Boys and their associates across the Hawthorne Bridge to the exclusion
of the counter-protestors."
Mitsch said her acquittal has given her hope, since it shows that members of the public support
Portlanders' right to protest and won't blindly side with officers. She's uncertain if she'll still
pursue a lawsuit against the City of Portland.

The saga hasn't deterred her from participating in protests in the future.
"At the end of the day, we still have fascists come to Portland, so my work is not done," she said.
"I’m a Black woman; my daughter is a Black woman. It's my responsibility to keep fighting."

